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Lecture to close symposium on women

By Dan Young

The Carnegie Mellon symposium on women, held at the University of Iowa in Iowa City last fall, was named for the "unusual" and "very serious" way in which it was organized. The event was one of the most important of its kind in recent years, according to Dr. Leo A. Seraphim, who organized the symposium.

Young, who is a professor of women's studies at the University of Iowa, said that the symposium was "an important event for the Iowa City community and for the University of Iowa." He added that it was "a major contribution to the understanding of the role of women in our society."
Lecture to cover oppression of African women

By Chun Huan	The Daily Iowan

In 1948, Iowa City resident rushing to join other

Mariansa Abdallah. She described a woman's

oppression and government and "sapped" her household of funds.

The lectures will address various women's causes, including women's

abroad by the Russian government.

More than any other group, the most prominent of which is the

Abdallah has also taught at several universities and teaches

in her own life, and in my view, that the war is very expensive to women," said

Seidenroeder Ahmed, a UI graduate

student and a psychology major.

The government policies that appear worst originate from a

June 10, 1989, coup led by the current president of Sudan, Omar

Hammam Ahmed El Bashir, said

Ahmed, who left Sudan two months after the coup, when he

was 15, estimated that 2 million people have died and 4 million

have been displaced as a result of the war.

"This is really the biggest human tragedy in the world," he said.

"We want to make people aware that we are not defeated," he said.

"We are against the oppressive

program in North Africa," he said.
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Hancher stagehands head back to work

Union representatives for the Hancher Auditorium stagehands have come to a temporary agreement allowing their members to return to work with only certain provisions.

The International Alliance for Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE) Local 11 was scheduled to begin look to work on the production of Civic Center to perform for the union for the spring season. The agreement, which covers a series of weekly signing from truck drivers to wardrobe assistants, was unhappy to wardrobe assistants, was unhappy to work on the show.

"The agreement is only temporary, while we try to negotiate the final deal terms," said Fred Greaves, the president of the stagehands union. "We are going to be here to work material for the union."

"People most directly involved are our drivers and wardrobe assistants," said Greaves. "We are going to be here to work on the show."

Chester Bovard, the assistant director of IATSE Local 11, said the agreement could be reached.
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Scott Dikkers

The Onion(s) are coming!!

(and maybe Monica, too)

We GUARANTEE YOUR SHOE FIT!!

And (most importantly for YOU), we offer 10% off ALL merchandise to ALL University of Iowa students and employees ALL year round at RUNNING WILDS.

AS A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER, BRING THIS AD TO RUNNING WILDS AND RECEIVE:

20% OFF YOUR SHOE PURCHASE!!

EVEN BETTER, BRING A FRIEND with you, and BOTH of you receive 20% OFF ANY PURCHASE!!

Visit our website: http://www.runningwils.com

---

CITY

Great Mid experiences meltdown

The real tragedy is that the ice cream is nowhere near what it was in its heyday.

Fred Greaves, founder, Great Mid

The company was owned by Investment America, a Cedar Rapids-based firm from 1988-1998 until Pfeffer took ownership.

Great Mid experiences political figures, the Great Mid office, and President Richard Gibson, was also grateful that an agreement was reached to work on the long-term agreements can be made."

"There is less space, but more win-

we're having an agreement to work on the show."

Chester Bovard, the assistant director of IATSE Local 11, said the agreement could be reached.
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CITY & WORLD

Stepping Up offers a sober look at life

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

It allows us to get some perspective on the situation," says Ross. "No one takes a chance on getting caught." During the same period, while the number of people arrested for driving under the influence remained relatively constant, there were 25 percent fewer license plates checkout off the University police dispatch system. This indicates that more people are driving drunk, not just fewer who are caught, he said. Some of these are "street drinkers," or those who get in trouble with the police for other reasons. He also pointed out that while the number of people having a bad checkoff in the same period is down, there were more frequent "redlighters," who were usually caught for driving too fast or running a red light. People:

"I'm trying to keep a sense of humor about this," he says. "I'm trying to keep a sense of humor about this. I'm trying to keep a sense of humor about this. I'm trying to keep a sense of humor about this. I'm trying to keep a sense of humor about this.

The people had a few second thoughts with Stepping Up, he said, but "I think people are starting to react to the program." Some people are not feeling the effects as strongly as others, he said, and the program is still in its early stages. "We're trying to make it work," he said. "We're trying to make it work."
In a Sunnybrook universe, les Puritains Nouveaux arrivent

S

o everybody's against binge drinking. Well, good. Then I am, too. I just want to be like everyone else, following the crowd, fitting in, fitting into the gaps in my khakis, being a good American sheep.

Do you think the Stepping Up Project is a worthwhile endeavor?

No. It will do nothing. First, the problem with Don't is that it overtakes students. Because of the high supply, the price of alcohol in the bars is cheaper than in the surrounding area. The cheap prices can only promote the excessive drinking tendencies that America's doctors warn about. In Johnson County, this phenomenon costs an estimated $10 million in revenue from alcohol sales.

The goal of the Stepping Up Program is noble, but the underlying concept is flawed. The problem with Don't is that it overtakes students. Because of the high supply, the price of alcohol in the bars is cheaper than in the surrounding area. The cheap prices can only promote the excessive drinking tendencies that America's doctors warn about. In Johnson County, this phenomenon costs an estimated $10 million in revenue from alcohol sales.

The goal of the Stepping Up Program is noble, but the underlying concept is flawed. The problem with Don't is that it is always on our minds and has a hole at the center of it. It is a worthwhile endeavor.

Quoteworthy

I think the environment in Iowa City just may be a little too free. The cities are too close, and the people just want to drink. It will be difficult to get them to stop.

The Stepping Up Project is a worthwhile endeavor.

The Stepping Up Project is an initiative of the University of Iowa and the University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics. The project aims to reduce excessive alcohol consumption and related problems on campus. The project, sponsored by the University of Iowa, is funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

The goal of the Stepping Up Program is to change students' attitudes towards drinking. The program is designed to reduce alcohol-related problems on campus.

The project is led by a team of researchers from the University of Iowa and is funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

The Stepping Up Program is a collaborative effort between the University of Iowa, the University of Iowa Hospital and Clinics, and other organizations.

The project is led by a team of researchers from the University of Iowa and is funded by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
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An echo of seven '99s

The Collegium Musicum will present music of the 14th century and the beginning of the 15th century.

The end of the 13th century saw the beginning of a tour of translations, when composers challenged musical authority. The Collegium Musicum will present the year 1360 with a motet, a form in which different text settings are used to present a story from the book of Genesis.

The performance will feature the American premiere of "The Mystery of the Young Men" by John Gilpin of England, Spain, Germany, and France. Gilpin is a swift talent in works representing the year 1345, which were written in the years from 1390 to 1400.

Ashley, who has been described as a "composer's composer" and who was a significant figure in the development of twentieth-century music, will be featured on the program.

The performance will be held at the University of Iowa's Museum of Art, 130 E. County Road, and admission is free.

Millionaire" as a regular series

"Millionaire" is a string talent in the world of music. ABC and ESPN will present the show on a regular basis, starting in October 1999.

Celebrity contestants are invited to choose their own public figures to be "Mystery Men and Women" of the media. The contestants will be asked to choose a media personality and the contestant will attempt to guess their identity.

The show will be aired on ABC and ESPN, and will be broadcast in two parts. The first part will be aired on ABC, and the second part will be aired on ESPN.

The contestants will be asked to complete a series of questions, and the contestant will be asked to choose the correct answer. If the contestant chooses the correct answer, they will win a "Millionaire" cash prize.

The show will be hosted by Johnny Carson, and will be taped at the ABC studios in Burbank, California.
Some N.Y. students may get a Lego up

New York schools try to boost college-admissions tests

By Katie Thompson

While most universities rely on SAT or ACT scores, a growing number of colleges are adding standardized tests to their recipe for evaluating applicants. Some schools are also using alternative admissions processes.

The University of Michigan, for example, has adopted an essay that is given to all applicants and asks them to write about a time when they were passionate about something. The university says this allows it to get a sense of applicants' personalities and passions.

Other universities are looking for ways to reduce the stress on students who are trying to get into college. Some are considering using the GRE or LSAT, which are used by many graduate schools.

The University of Michigan says it is interested in using these tests to help students who are not well-off. It is also considering using the tests to help students who are not in the top 10% of their high schools.

Some universities are considering using these tests to help students who are not well-off. It is also considering using the tests to help students who are not in the top 10% of their high schools.

Ulster Cabinet ushers in new era

BELFAST, Northern Ireland—Ulster’s new Cabinet was sworn in yesterday, signaling a new era of political stability in the province.

The new Cabinet was formed after months of negotiations between the two main political parties, the Ulster Unionist Party and the Social Democratic and Labour Party. The Cabinet includes representatives from both parties, including the first female Ulster Cabinet minister.

The new Cabinet includes representatives from both parties, including the first female Ulster Cabinet minister.

The Cabinet was formed after months of negotiations between the two main political parties, the Ulster Unionist Party and the Social Democratic and Labour Party. The Cabinet includes representatives from both parties, including the first female Ulster Cabinet minister.

The new Cabinet was sworn in yesterday, signaling a new era of political stability in the province.

The Cabinet includes representatives from both parties, including the first female Ulster Cabinet minister.

The new Cabinet includes representatives from both parties, including the first female Ulster Cabinet minister.
**Next stop: Easy Street**

**The Iowa women's gymnastics team hosts three Big Ten teams in this weekend's规格 Challenge.**

By Mike Kelly

The Hawkeyes Challenge should be an easy win for the Iowa women's gymnastics team this weekend at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. In fact, the women's gymnastics team is in the midst of a 19-day, six-game stretch that includes four road games. Iowa women's gymnastics coach Diane DeMarco believes this year's Hawkeye Challenge should have been a test for the team. "I wanted to give everyone a little boost," Alford said. "We need someone to step up and take the bull by the horns."}

The Hawkeye Challenge should be an easy win for the Iowa women's gymnastics team this weekend at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. In fact, the women's gymnastics team is in the midst of a 19-day, six-game stretch that includes four road games. Iowa women's gymnastics coach Diane DeMarco believes this year's Hawkeye Challenge should have been a test for the team. "I wanted to give everyone a little boost," Alford said. "We need someone to step up and take the bull by the horns."
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**HAWKEYE B UZZ**

**SAID WHAT?**

**By Troy Shoen**

Arens, seven of top seven finishers at the NCAA regionals were freshmen in 1999.

*By Troy Dean*

The Hawkeye men's cross country team finished fifth at the NCAA regionals in Louisville, Kentucky, with 17 points to earn a trip to the national meet.

Arens said the team really worked hard to make this trip possible.

**WOMEN'S B UZZ 10 & UNDER**

The women's cross country team also earned a trip to the NCAA meet, finishing third in Louisville.

*By Troy Dean*

The women's cross country team finished third at the NCAA regionals, earning a trip to the national meet.

Arens said the focus on the team is to compete and not necessarily win.

**SPORTSWATCH**

White Sox outfielder returns—moves to broadcast booth

CHICAGO - Chicago White Sox outfielder Scottie Waterman is retiring from baseball to become a television analyst for the team.

Jackson, 38, the left-handed hitter, will make his broadcast debut Thursday against the New York Yankees.

Jackson, who played in four World Series, is a former major league manager and played 15 seasons in the big leagues.

**The Saints**

By Troy Shoen

The Saints' centerback said he had no intention when he made the illegal gesture.

By Mary Hoefler

New Orleans—Celebrating the biggest play of his life, Saints wide receiver Errol Bruce was charged with a flag.

The New Orleans Saints wide receiver was flagged for the flagrant third-down hold.

Bruce was flagged for the infraction when he pulled defensive back Eric Thomas to the ground.

Bruce said he was excited about the play.

**SPORTSWATCH**

**BOJAMES COUNTDOWN TO THE MILLION**

132, Denver, Co. 80202

No. 1 Minnesota State wins over No. 5 University of Nebraska, 77-71

**THE BAR**
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SATURDAY From Minneapolis:

3 Minute Hero (skateboarding)
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Whitehead fined $5,000 for throat-slash gesture

The Saints' linebacker said he had no ill-intent when he made the illegal gesture.

By Mary Foster
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS -- Celebrating the biggest play of his career was William Whitehead.

The New Orleans Saints linebacker was fined Thursday by the NFL for dis-revering the officials after he made a throat-slash gesture while celebrating last week's touchdown.

Whitehead shouted at a ref and gestured to the official's throat.

"It was the type hand just happened to go," Whitehead said. "Since celebrating the first-quarter touchdown of his career would be the Saints' Dec. 27, 1999, Green Bay Packers.

"It was nothing about the league minimum, Whitt said, a fine against 1999.

Whitehead, a free agent signed by the Saints this year after going undrafted by any NFL teams and in the C.P.L. and World League AFC then before the free was signed. That, he said, is about the league minimum.

When asked if he'd done the gesture, Whitehead said he'd done it to the official "just to make him mad."

The gesture, used in recent weeks by such stars as Green Bay's Brett Favre, Tampa Bay's Warren Sapp, the New York Jets' Keyshawn Johnson and Seattle's Rich Watters, was outlawed by the NFL when it was adopted as an unsportsmanlike act.

A letter was sent to all 31 teams telling the teams, "In which a player draws his finger across his throat, it's a matter of immediate concern."

Sometimes, opposing fans.

"It should have been penalized, it was just an unconscionable thing.

The Saints fined a player for a gesture last week, but the league did not identify it.

No. 5 Florida and No. 7 Alabama, who meet in the SEC title game on Saturday night after a two-year hiatus, with a trip to the Orange Bowl at stake.

The winner plays No. 9 Michigan State (11-2) in the Jan. 1, with No. 24 Arkansas (11-2) on Jan. 2, with No. 6 Tennessee (9-2) in the Fiesta Bowl against BYU (8-3).

What happens to the losers? The Big 12 championship game matches No. 1 Nebraska (11-2) against No. 12 Texas (10-3). This is a rematch of the first Big 12 title game in 1996, when the Longhorns spurned the Hurricanes 17-7 at St. Louis.

The winner goes to the Fiesta Bowl Jan. 2, with No. 6 Tennessee (9-2) the likely opponent.
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American wrestler 141-pound Aaron Holker. Stewart (1-0) will switch up with Iowa state's Matt Andersen (3-4) and Miller (1-0) will go against Iowa's Vernon Ward, who is also undefeated. With a superior performance in their upper weights against UNI, the Hawkeyes are looking to make some improvements like they did in head to head meetings this season. Stewart beat Miller in their match up and with Iowa's T.J. Williams, his team's performance against the

The Iowa wrestling team will travel to Utah and hopes of remaining unbeaten and improving from Wednesday's match against Northern Iowa.

By Jeremy Schnitzer

The Daily Iowan
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"I'm not talking about him ju..." Ohver said the three- The Hawkeyes are looking to up their dual record to 4-4 against the Cougars. "We're scoring four right now," he said Sunday after the last match. "We have a pretty good idea of where we are. I don't think BYU will be as tough as Northern Iowa was tonight." The Cougars came into Saturday's match 1-0 after defeating Ricks College 22-15, on Nov. 15. They feature All-American wrestler 141-pound Aaron Holker. Stewart (1-0) will switch up with Iowa state's Matt Andersen (3-4) and Miller (1-0) will go against Iowa's Vernon Ward, who is also undefeated. With a superior performance in their upper weights against UNI, the Hawkeyes are looking to make some improvements like they did in head to head meetings this season. Stewart beat Miller in their match up and with Iowa's T.J. Williams, his team's performance against the
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Hawkeye women look to sustain momentum

The Iowa women's swimming team returns home to Kinnick Stadium for the first time since 1984.

By Monica Monahan

Bettendorf In

"It's been a long time since we've been home," said Iowa swimming coach Buz Patrick. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." After failing to qualify for the finals of the 1984 national championships, the Iowa swimming team is looking to make a strong showing this week.

Senior Abby Shimizu is expected to lead the team this year. Shimizu was one of the leading swimmers for Davey this season. "We've got a lot of guys who are going to be a good meet," said Shimizu. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." Shimizu also turned in outstanding efforts during the meet.

Junior Jay Rudolph also turned in a strong performance, placing second in the 100-meter breaststroke. "It's been a long time since we've been home," said Rudolph. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." Rudolph also turned in a strong performance during the meet.

Iowa is coming off a strong performance at the Minnesota Invitational this past October. "It's been a long time since we've been home," said Iowa swimming coach Buz Patrick. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." Although the team had a strong showing at the meet, they still have some work to do to prepare for the NCAA championships, which are scheduled for next month.

"It's been a long time since we've been home," said Patrick. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." Although the team had a strong showing at the meet, they still have some work to do to prepare for the NCAA championships, which are scheduled for next month.

The meet will be held at the University of Iowa Aquatic Center. The meet is scheduled to begin at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday and will be broadcasted live on ESPN+.

Mandy Mulkern, Alek Abraham, John Lennen, and Pat Fuller along with Scott Roberts and Mike Sackett will be entering their senior seasons at Iowa. "It's been a long time since we've been home," said Mulkern. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." Although the team had a strong showing at the meet, they still have some work to do to prepare for the NCAA championships, which are scheduled for next month.

"It's been a long time since we've been home," said Mulkern. "We're looking forward to having a meet at our own pool." Although the team had a strong showing at the meet, they still have some work to do to prepare for the NCAA championships, which are scheduled for next month.
NFl

Jaguars drop Steelers, 20-6

By Edide Pells

Jacksonville, Fla.—Tines
of watching his team grind and

kick field goals. That's exactly
what Jaguars head coach Tony
Dungy did Sunday night, when
he turned to his bench with
five minutes left in the game
and faced a 17-14 lead over
the
team that
had
bewilted

the Jaguars in the first two games
of the season.

"We had to be better than that,"
Dungy said of the Jaguars' 34-0
loss to the Steelers in Week 1.

But the Jaguars (1-0-1, 3-5-1)

were better, and the result
was.

"We knew they were going to be
dependable Stan

undertake a
game-winning

beating,

The Jaguars defeated the Pitts
burgh Steelers 20-6, giving the

first win of their AFC North

crown.

And the Jaguars, who grabbed
denies thanks to Coughlin's highest
of

the
evening

field

moving but not

moving

yardage to go for a fourth-and-1 at the

Browns' 42. Dungy

called "a audible"

the

Jaguars run an option play to

the left.

They did, going for the

yardage and the first down.

"It's just not something" we

are going to be able to do very

often," Dungy said.

But this time

it worked.

"It was a risk," Dungy said. "If

it doesn't work, you

pay the price.

"But

it

was a risk that paid off."
HELP WANTED

BOOKS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS PETS

HELD WANTED

SUPPORT ASSISTANTS

DIRECT

ACNE STUDY

Healthy male volunteers ages 18-35 with facial acne are invited to participate in a 7-month acne research study using two oral acne medications.

University of Iowa, Department of Dermatology. Compensation. (319) 353-8349.

HELP WANTED

LOOKING FOR QUALITY EMPLOYMENT AFTER THE HOLIDAYS?

ACT is accepting applications now for data entry openings at North Dodge Street location. Positions start after the first of the year. Current computer users with typing skills are a must. Full time and part-time openings available. Pay rate is $7.30 per hour. Small bus service is available. Apply in person to North Dodge location or call (319) 353-8349.
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Ferguson: Coach misses MSU

Nick Saban said the decision to leave East Lansing would be hardest on his kids.

EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — New LSU football coach Nick Saban says he misses his friends and players at Michigan State, but he isn’t sorry he took his new job.

Saban made that clear in a statement issued Thursday after LSU’s victory over Florida in the SEC Championship game.

The low point of Saban’s LSU career came his first game, a loss to Nebraska in the Sugar Bowl. Since then, the Tigers have been built over the past three seasons. The LSU coaching staff was recently honored with a National Championship plaque.

"I’m not sorry," Saban said. "I wish I could have seen it as an opportunity to do something special. But I do."